
Map the Moments that Matter
THE CHALLENGE:
Our desire to shop more purposefully and sustainably 
continues to grow. Yet, sadly, we aren’t always seeing 
this “intention” translate into “action” across many 
categories, especially in CPG. 43% of us (US) say that 
brands actually make it harder for us to do so and when 
aspects such as cost and convenience come into play, 
only 26% of us actually end up making the best choice.*

OUR APPROACH:
Using a custom mobile-based, ethnographic tool (that 
captures real-time attitudes and behaviors and plots 
them onto a dynamic  interactive journey), we can quickly 
segment, map and quantify the moments that matter 
along the journey and then then plug them into the 
framework to create the right message, offer or 
experience at the right time and in the right place.

THE SOLUTION:
Based on a deep understanding and analysis of 
motivation theory, anthropology and the social sciences — 
combined with the latest digital research technology, we 
have developed a simple framework that allows you to 
quickly locate where your moments that matter are along 
the shopper journey.

Map the Moments that Matter 
By closing the Intent-to-Action Gap along Customer Journey
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THE DELIVERABLES:
• Quick-turn mobile-activated ethnographic study
• Realtime dashboard, qualitative insights and 
   opportunity for live engagement and 
   conversation with participants
• Shopper segmentation with recommended 
   conversion pathways 
• Key moments-that-matter along the journey 
   with size-of-the-prize calculations
• Intent-to-Acton Gap strategy
• Activation ideas, tactics 
   & mechanics 

LET’S TALK 
CLICK HERE TO SCHEDULE A CALL

* Enabling the Good Life. A Sustainable Brands study in partnership with Harris Poll
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